Creoptix AG is an emerging company located in Wädenswil near Zurich. Our biosensor
instruments are used in life science research labs within academic and industry, providing
biochemists with the best tools to explore new applications in the field of molecular
interaction analysis. Our products are praised for their most intuitive user interface, and we
would like to keep it that way.
That is why we are looking for you as

C#.NET/WPF Desktop Application Developer
Your role and responsibilities
In this role, you will work in an interdisciplinary team of biochemists and hardware
engineers to continuously improve our software used for designing, conducting and
analyzing biochemical experiments. You will be developing in C#.NET/WPF for Windows with
Visual Studio, more specifically
 Enhancing our device control and analysis software with ever more useful features
with a smart UI and robust underlying code
 Writing unit and integration tests for your own code and performing enough manual
testing to ensure the product works when we say it does
 Collaborating with the application team who is working productively with the
software, using Youtrack and regular meetings in an Agile workflow
 Being in charge of Git version control and release scheduling

What we expect








You are independent, smart and a fast learner
You have proven experience in C#.NET (>=C#6) WPF UI development and MVVM
pattern
You apply best practices in Object oriented design
You are familiar with Generics/delegates, Events, Exception handling, Functional
design patterns (LINQ Method Syntax)
You are familiar with Git and Agile workflows
Optionally, you are experienced in Telerik/SciChart or similar GUI and charting
libraries, Vectorized computations, XML serialization, ASPOSE.NET
You care about code quality, and you are fluent in English

What we offer



An exciting, challenging, innovative and open environment: you will work with other
smart people in an interdisciplinary team and broaden your horizons
Flexibility for part or full time (80-100%), partial home office possible

Interested?
Please send your resume to:
Kaspar Cottier, CTO
kcottier@creoptix.com
+41 76 342 1894

Creoptix AG, Einsiedlerstrasse 34, 8820 Wädenswil, Switzerland
www.creoptix.com

